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Other words that can get in the way of easily matching the verb to the subject are :including, together with,
along with, accompanied by, in addition to, except and as well as. Prerequisite can also be an adjective,
meaning "required as a prior condition. The couple say their vows tomorrow. They scan the headlines, and if
the headline catches their attention, they begin reading the first sentence. If you decide to use quotation marks
instead, however, the usual procedure is to begin each paragraph of the long quotation with quotation marks
but to use a closing quotation mark only at the end of the final sentence in the quoted passage. Exclamation
Point The exclamation point! Convention also calls for double quotation marks around the titles of short
stories, short poems, short musical compositions, and the names of plays, chapters in books, and radio and
television programs: Frosts The Road Not Taken, Eye Witness News. Never darken my door again! Thusly,
Therefore, we should all cut our departmental budgets. It takes the actor out of the sentence so that the
message does not appear to blame someone. In this sentence it appears that the participle riding must relate to
dog, so we end up with a dog that has first stolen a bicycle and then ridden it carelessly! As you will see in the
following tables, cutting these words and phrases shortens the sentence without changing the meaning. Thusly,
Therefore, we should all cut our departmental budgets. In direct quotations, the question mark falls inside the
final quotation mark; Where? Another point about the semicolon: the convention is that the semicolon always
belongs outside the final quotation marks: He said, I hit him; he smiled wickedly. The employee was fired.
Irregardless Regardless of what you think, I am going to write this memo. Most stylebooks and most editors
follow these rules: periods and commas belong inside, colons and semicolons outside. Business writing can be
compared to newspaper writing in that you have to have a good headline subject line , if applicable, and
organize it with your most important information first. Modifying the wrong subject or actor is a common
mistake. A collective noun names a group of people or things, such as family, group, audience, class, number
committee, team, etc. Paired dashes can do this tootheyre the most vigorous of such marksand parentheses are
a bit stronger than paired commas for a similar purpose. The team comprises a variety of individuals. The
pacification plan was in fact simply a euphemism for a bloody conquest. The rule is: when the group acts as
one unit, use a singular verb. The speaker really means riding to relate to me. The couple say their vows
tomorrow. The Big Dipper, along with many other constellations, is or are? In any event, use only one of these
methods with any given quotation. Put the Important Information First Unlike expository or creative writing,
business writing is no-nonsense, get-to-thepoint composition, and messages should be written in a clear and
economic format, in letters, memos, and emails. Keep in mind that managers and executives get numerous
emails, memos, reports, etc. Put the Important Information First Unlike expository or creative writing,
business writing is no-nonsense, get-to-thepoint composition, and messages should be written in a clear and
economic format, in letters, memos, and emails. When your ellipsis ends with the end of a phrase, clause, or
sentence in the original, use four periods or three plus whatever mark ended the original.


